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Rendering convincing transitions between individual pictures is the main chal-
lenge in image-based rendering and keyframe animation as well as the prerequisite
for many stunning visual effects. We present a perception-based method for auto-
matic image interpolation, achieving psycho-visually plausible transitions between
real-world images in real-time. Based on recent discoveries in perception research,
we propose an optical flow-based warping refinement method and an adaptive non-
linear image blending scheme to guarantee perceptional plausibility of the interpo-
lated in-between images. Conventional, uncalibrated photographs suffice to con-
vincingly interpolate across space, time, and between different objects, without
the need to recover 3D scene geometry, actual motion, or camera calibration. Us-
ing off-the-shelf digital cameras, we demonstrate how to continuously navigate
the viewpoint between camera positions and shutter release times, how to animate
still pictures, create smooth camera motion paths, and how to convincingly morph




If what we perceive with our eyes changes with time our brain automatically at-
tempts to interpret the changing visual input in terms of plausible motion of the
viewpoint and/or of the observed object or scene [Ellis 1938; Graham 1965; Giese
and Poggio 2000; Giese and Poggio 2003]. In the physical world, the rules that
define plausible motion are set by temporal coherence, parallax, and perspective
projection. Our brain, however, refuses to feel constrained by the unrelenting laws
of physics in what it deems plausible motion. Image metamorphosis experiments,
in which unnatural, impossible in-between images are interpolated, demonstrate
that our brain, under certain circumstances, willingly accepts chimeric images as
plausible transition stages between images of actual, known objects [Beier and
Neely 1992; Seitz and Dyer 1996; Wolberg 1998]. Another example are cartoon
animations which for the longest time were hand-drawn pieces of art that didn’t
need to succumb to physical correctness. The goal of our work is to exploit this
freedom of perception for space-time interpolation, i.e., to generate transitions be-
tween still images that our brain accepts as plausible motion.
The notion of using interpolation techniques to synthesize images at interme-
diate viewpoints is not new. Chen and Williams already proposed to use image in-
terpolation to synthesize in-between views from a set of images[1993]. To ensure
perceptional plausibility, however, their method relies on physical consistency by
enforcing epipolar constraints for which the input images must be calibrated. All
subsequent image-based rendering (IBR) techniques rely on physically consistent
interpolation: besides the images, additional camera calibration parameters, and
frequently also scene geometry, are needed to compute new views according to the
physical laws of image formation [Levoy and Hanrahan 1996; Gortler et al. 1996;
Debevec et al. 1998; Wood et al. 2000; Isaksen et al. 2000; Buehler et al. 2001;
Snavely et al. 2006]. For time-varying scenes the acquisition cameras must all be
synchronized to be able to relate images of the same instant across cameras in ad-
dition to calibration [Matusik et al. 2000; Carranza et al. 2003; Matusik and Pfister
2004; Zitnick et al. 2004; Vedula et al. 2005]. Clearly, the need for calibrated, syn-
chronized acquisition is highly inconvenient as it implies time-consuming record-
ing preparations as well as expensive acquisition hardware. Instead, an image in-
terpolation approach that takes into account how our visual brain processes image
sequences is able to provide plausible interpolation results across space and time
from nothing more than a collection of unsynchronized, uncalibrated images.
Besides view interpolation and keyframe animation, convincing space-time in-
terpolation is also the key to stunning visual effects [Wolf 2006]. Slow motion,
frozen moments, multiple exposures, time, space or motion blur, and many more
effects [Inc. 2007] are straight-forward to create with convincing space-time inter-
polation.
In this paper, we describe how to perform image-based rendering of arbitrary
time-varying scenes based on perception-aware image morphing. In contrast to
previous work done in IBR, we do not enforce physical correctness but optimize
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2for perceptional plausibility. In particular, this paper contributes a framework to
render convincing in-between views and in-between time instants from nothing
more than a set of uncalibrated, unsynchronized images.
0.2 Related Work
Image-based rendering (IBR) methods achieve highly realistic rendering re-
sults of natural objects or scenes from a collection of calibrated photographs. While
some IBR methods rely solely on image number to minimize aliasing artifacts [Levoy
and Hanrahan 1996; Matusik and Pfister 2004], most IBR approaches make addi-
tional use of epipolar constraints [Chen and Williams 1993; McMillan and Bishop
1995; Seitz and Dyer 1996; Matusik et al. 2000], scene depth [Gortler et al. 1996;
Isaksen et al. 2000; Buehler et al. 2001; Zitnick et al. 2004], or full 3D geometry
information [Debevec et al. 1998; Wood et al. 2000; Carranza et al. 2003; Vedula
et al. 2005; Snavely et al. 2006].
For many potential application scenarios, the crucial handicap of IBR is the
need for accurate camera calibration, additional geometry modeling, and/or syn-
chronized acquisition. These limitations make data acquisition for IBR a time-
consuming and delicate endeavour which typically requires a controlled environ-
ment and expensive equipment.
Image metamorphosis, or image morphing, denotes interpolation between im-
ages of different objects from (user-defined) correspondences alone, i.e., without
any additional information such as geometry or camera calibration. Well-known
is the line-based morphing method proposed by Beier and Neely [1992] from its
use in Michael Jackson’s music video “Black & White”. Lerios et al. [1995] ex-
tended the approach to 3D voxels and addressed ghosting artifacts by correcting
the warp field. Other warping techniques have been discussed by Wolberg [1998],
including the popular thin-plate spline interpolation which is based on point corre-
spondences. A computationally more complex method based on line features was
recently proposed by Schaefer et al. [2006]
Image morphing algorithms are based on a dense 2D vector field of corre-
spondences along which both images are warped and linearly blended to obtain
in-between images. This simplistic motion model, however, does not allow one to
properly handle, e.g., occlusions and disocclusions. Recent advances in perceptio
research give clues on how non-linear blending can be employed to perceptionally
conceal otherwise annoyingly visible inconsistencies of in-between images [Giese
and Poggio 2000; Giese and Poggio 2003].
The optical flow plays a major role in perceptional motion analysis [Giese and
Poggio 2003]. Since the pioneering work on local and global optical flow recon-
struction by Lucas and Kanade [1981] and Horn and Schunck [1981], respectively,
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0.3 Visual Motion Perception 3
a multitude of computational approaches have been devised and various fields of
application have been discovered [Barron et al. 1994; Baker and Matthews 2004].
2D optical flow cannot represent occlusions or disocclusions. It allows, how-
ever, to refine the warping field during image morphing to ensure perceptional con-
sistency with respect to our brain’s visual processing pipeline [Giese and Poggio
2003].
Image blending as a processing step in image compositing is traditionally real-
ized as the linear combination of images [Burt and Adelson 1983; Porter and Duff
1984]. Only recently, Grundland et al. [2006] proposed different non-linear blend-
ing functions to preserve image contrast, color, or salient regions. When applied
to image morphing, however, preserving any of these characteristics can prove
detrimental since occlusion artifacts could actually become amplified if, e.g., a
more salient foreground vanishes into a less salient background. Nevertheless, by
adapting the blending function perceptionally, non-linear blending can also conceal
(dis)occlusions during image morphing.
In the following, we give a brief overview of recent psychophysics research
results that give clues on how to generate perceptionally plausible in-between im-
ages. In Sect. 0.4, we describe our perception-aware framework for space-time
interpolation based on image morphing. After giving implementation details, we
demonstrate in Sect. 0.6 that our framework yields convincing transitions across
space and time from uncalibrated still images obtained using eight off-the-shelf
digital still cameras. We conclude by pointing out promising applications of our
framework in movie production, visual media, and telecommunications.
0.3 Visual Motion Perception
A wealth of research has been published on visual perception, and it is possible
here to give only a very incomplete overview of the topic. One source we draw
on is Gestalt theory [Ellis 1938] which asserts that human perception of motion
depends on the intensity as well as spatial and temporal distance between visual
stimuli [Graham 1965]. By presenting the eye with still images at a high enough
rate, consistent movement is perceived. This is the basic principle of all movies
since Lumiere’s invention of the Cinematographe in 1895. We also take into ac-
count that contours and image regions of high spatial frequency play a key role
in motion interpretation [Movshon et al. 1986; Weiss et al. 2002; McDermott and
Adelson 2004]. A comprehensive overview paper on biological motion perception
has been compiled recently by Giese and Poggio [2003]. The authors describe a
hierarchical neural model for motion perception that postulates two separate visual
processing pipelines for motion, the form pathway and the motion pathway.
To perceive plausible motion, we assume that both pathways must separately
interpret the incoming image sequence as being consistent. The form pathway
recognizes (biological) motion as a sequence of individual ’snapshots’. For these
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4Figure 1: Corresponding line features between source and target image can be
found automatically or specified manually, allowing large numbers of images to be
matched in a short time.
snapshots to be perceived consistent, they have to be individually recognizable by
the form pathway as plausible objects. Hence, each snapshot must exhibit low-
level visual features typical of objects, such as contours. Research on monkeys
also indicates that part of a 3D object recognition consists of neurons that represent
explicit 2D views of objects [Logothetis et al. 1995], while other neurons capture
perceptual invariances and fire for any view of the object [Riesenhuber and Poggio
2002]. Consequently, each snapshot must bear sufficient resemblance to known
objects, and the perceptional invariances must not vary too much over the image
sequence.
The motion pathway recognizes (biological) motion by analyzing optical-flow
patterns. Local motion-detecting neurons provide what is essentially the optical
flow between subsequent images. The optical flow is analyzed with respect to
translational flow as well as with respect to motion edges. For plausible motion,
both optical flow components must be consistent and may not change abruptly
between images. Similar to the confirmed “snapshot neurons” of the form pathway,
Giese and Poggio postulate the existence of optical-flow pattern neurons along the
motion pathway [2003]. These are selective to learned optical flow patterns, e.g., of
3D rotation or human gait. Consequently, the optical flow must conform to general
learned motion patterns, such as translation and rotation. If the form pathway
recognizes, e.g., a person, the motion must additionally conform to the learned
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optical flow pattern of human gait.
To synthesize complex motion patterns, Giese and Poggio propose to employ
a morphing approach [2000]. In contrast to our work, however, their contribution
concentrates solely on motion synthesis and is not concerned with image synthesis.
In the following, we propose a framework to generate transitions between images
that are to be perceived as plausible motion.
0.4 Perception Based Image Morphing
The inputs to our system are a set of uncalibrated images and corresponding line
features between these images which are specified manually or found automatically
[Anonymous 2007] (cf Fig. 1). Image morphing is the combination of image warp-
ing and image blending to interpolate between two arbitrary images I j : R2 → R.
Given a warping function W : R2×R→R2 and a blending function b : R→R, we
can write the morphing function M : R2×R→ R
M(x, t) = b(t) (IA ◦W )(x, t)+(1−b(t)) (IB ◦W )(x,1− t) (1)
where I j ◦W denotes the image I j warped by W .
Schaefer et al. [2006] demonstrate that simple motion can – to some extent –
be created from a single image by means of image warping alone. Complex motion
such as rotations involving lighting change, occlusion and object change, however,
can only be created by interpolating between several images. The reason is that
warping alone cannot account for lighting/color changes, nor does it resolve in-
constitencies due to occlusion/object change, both of which are necessary to create
perceptionally plausible motion.
In what follows, we propose a system for perceptionally motivated space-time
image interpolation, addressing the potential artifact sources. First, we introduce a
warp field refinement to address small mismatches in the input warping. We then
develop a robust classification for the remaining image discrepancies. Based on
this classification, we put forward an adaptive non-linear image blending scheme,
significantly increasing the plausibility of the perceived motion in the image inter-
polation results.
0.4.1 Warp Field Refinement
The warping defined by line features as proposed by [Beier and Neely 1992] still
produces small but noticeable artifacts, especially at object borders, Fig. 2. This
is due to the nature of the warp field construction which smoothly interpolates
the linear transformations of line features, producing errors when matching curved
contours. A naı¨ve solution is to use more line features to better approximate the
contour at the pace of more time-consuming user interaction.
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6Figure 2: Comparison of the morphing results of the same in-between image: with-
out (left) and with (right) warping field refinement. Artifacts due to contour mis-
matches are efficiently reduced.
Instead, we propose to refine the warping function W at each time step by an
additive warping correction term WCorrection
ˆW (t) = W (t)+WCorrection(t), (2)
which can be computed automatically using optical flow estimation.
In general, optical flow estimation performs very well in finding a spatially
close match of two images. It runs into problems when correspondences over large
spatial distances have to be established and produces unpredictable results in the
presence of occlusions. Starting from a warped pair of images, the mentioned
problems of optical flow estimation are effectively circumvented because a first
approximation of pixel correspondences is already given. This is also the theoreti-
cal foundation for the most sophisticated optical flow estimation algorithms to date
[Papenberg et al. 2006].
WCorrection is hence defined as a linear combination of optical flows F : R2 ×
R
2 → R2 between the warped images at t:
WCorrection(x, t) = t F((IA ◦W )(x, t),(IB ◦W )(x,1− t))+
(1− t) F((IB ◦W )(x,1− t),(IA ◦W )(x, t))
(3)
Substituting W by ˆW in (1), we can significantly reduce artifacts due to small image
mismatches, Fig. 2. Summarizing, the warping defined by the line features can be
seen as a pre-warping of the images to establish a first approximation of pixel
correspondences, which is then refined to sub-pixel accuracy using optical flow
estimation.
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0.4.2 Classifying Image Differences
Given the refined warp field, we now need to deal with the two remaining sources
of error, i.e., changes in color or brightness and mismatches due to occlusion or
object changes. By object changes we mean actual variations in appearance of
the object over time, for example opening or closing of the eyes. We first have to
decide on a per-pixel basis which class of error is responsible for a perceived image
difference. Since we already have dense correspondence between the images, this
distinction can be based on color difference.
As we are interested in the perceived color and brightness distance, we use the
CIE Lab color space [CIE 1976] to measure the difference between the warped
images. We propose a weighted color difference, emphasizing color change and
reducing the influence of brightness changes:
DColor(IA, IB) = ||IAa − I
B
a ||
2 + ||IAb − I
B
b ||




where Ia and Ib denotes the color channels a and b, IL is the L channel from Lab
space and α is a weighting constant. We found a value of 0.25 for α to produce
good results in our experiments.
The problem can now be seen as a labeling problem where each pixel is labeled
according to its error class. This is similar to background subtraction and seamless
texture combination, and we choose a graph-cut approach to find a solution. Each
node in the graph corresponds to one pixel in the image and is connected to the
source and sink node. The weights are defined as the color distance between I A
and its warped counterpart IB ◦W
wsource = β −DColor(IA, IB ◦W ) (5)
and
wsink = DColor(IA, IB ◦W )−β (6)
where β denotes the classification threshold. For each neighboring pixel, an edge
between the corresponding nodes with constant flow Φ is added to regularize the
problem. The minimal cut on the so constructed graph then gives a labeling of
each pixel to one of the two classes, where all nodes connected to the source are
classified as brightness changes, and the nodes connected to the sink are classified
as artifacts due to occlusion or object change. To get the final mask we combine
the labeling results of the pixels of IA and the labeling of IB computed by analogy.
An example of a mask derived from the labeling is depicted in Fig. 3. Note that
the mask has to be computed only once and is warped in parallel to the images for
rendering.
0.4.3 Non-linear Image Blending
Psycho-visual optimality in the context of image morphing aims at finding the
blending function b(t) in (1) that yields the perceptually most plausible motion
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8between two images. Using our previous classification of the image pixels, we can
rephrase this problem into how to blend the two different color discrepancy classes
so that a visually optimal motion is perceived.
Differences in luminance can be very easily addressed by simple linear inter-
polation. This is the basis of most previous image morphing approaches and has
proven well in the case of non-occluding surfaces and static scenes. In the case of
known camera calibration Seitz and Dyer [1995] could even prove that the interpo-
lated views are physically correct. Therefore, the number of plausibly interpolated
images is unlimited as all of them appear correct to the human observer as they are
very close to physical correctness.
In the case of object changes and occlusions however, these regions cannot
be addressed in the same way. As no match in the other image is given, linear
blending causes artifacts as can be seen in Fig. 3. Although there is no physical
information available about how these regions should transform into each other,
the brain can still detect plausible motions between the images. As long as the
perceived visual impulses are similar to the predicted visual impulses, consistent
motion is perceived, while perceiving a deviating motion impulse leads to distract-
ing errors. Using a linear blending in these regions hence leads to a fade-in fade-out
motion, which is often a significant deviation from the predicted motion and results
in an interrupted motion experience. Using this observation and the basic defini-
tion of motion perception, we conclude that presenting wrong motion information
in the blending step is worse than avoiding motion perception through blending in
these regions. Specifically, if we use a linear warping scheme combined with a
non-linear blending scheme for problematic regions, we achieve improved motion
results with less artifacts while obtaining as-smooth-as-possible motion between
two static images.
To meet this behavior we propose a scaled standard logistic function bs(t) in





where Cs is a normalization constant dependent on s so that bs(0) = 0 and bs(1) = 1.
For s → 1 we have a linear blending function while for s → ∞ results in a stepping
function with the transition at t = 0.5. Using the previously classification mask we
simply set s = 1 for pixels with differences in luminance and s = 10 for pixels in
occluding or changing regions. A smooth transition is achieved by using a low-
pass filtered version of the steepness mask, thereby avoiding visual artifacts when
blending edges of the steepness mask.
0.4.4 Plausible Feature Animation
The work of Beier and Neely [1992] proposes to use linear point interpolation on
each point of the line feature for animation purposes. This however causes unre-
alistic deformations when the feature rotates between the images as can be seen
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in Fig. 4. Instead, we propose to use an as rigid as possible transformation of the
line features to interpolate the position of the features during animation. Following
[Alexa et al. 2000], we find a rotation and stretching to map each source feature
to its corresponding target feature . Then we interpolate these transformations in
the respective domain to obtain a plausible feature animation over time, preserves
scale and resulting in natural motion ( cf. fig. 4).
0.4.5 Motion Layers
Image morphing is per se defined as an interpolation of the whole image lattice,
based on smooth warping of the lattice. For some applications however, this is
not flexible enough especially as boundaries between differently moving objects
can not be represented accurately due to velocity discontinuity at these borders.
Also, for view morphing, background and foreground interpolation usually cannot
be faithfully represented by a single image morph.
To overcome this limitation, we propose to use a common concept in image and
video editing, warping layers [Wang and Adelson 1993]. First, a segmentation of
the foreground and background is obtained by background subtraction techniques
or blue screen methods. Then, each foreground object is morphed separately us-
ing our perceptually driven method on each layer. For spatial morphing between
different cameras the background is additionally morphed. The final result is ob-
tained by combining the individual layers via alpha blending in a predefined order.
Additional layers can be used if the foreground objects further exhibit motion dis-
continuities that cannot be addressed by one layer alone [Liu et al. 2005].
0.5 Implementation
The implementation of our method is divided into a pre-processing and a real-
time rendering part. The preprocessing step for image morphing, once line corre-
spondences have been established, is to compute the mask which is used during
non-linear blending. This is done by computing the graph cut as described in sec-
tion 0.4.2 using the implementation of Boykov and Kolmogorov [].
Rendering is implemented as a multi-pass rendering on graphics hardware. For
each layer, the following steps are computed:
1: for all Layers do
2: Animation of features (Section 0.4.4)
3: Computation of feature weights ([Anonymous 2007])
4: Compute optical flow to refine the warping (Section 0.4.5)
5: Warping of source and target image
6: Adaptive non-linear blending (Section 0.4.3)
7: end for
8: Alpha blend all layers
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To achieve real time performance, all steps are implemented as GLSL fragment
shaders on GPU. The most complex operation is hereby the computation of the
optical flow. We implemented the algorithm of Horn and Schunck [1981] as two
fragment shaders, where the first computes the energy term for each pixel of the
pre-warped images using the warping defined by the line features. The energy
is then successively minimized during ping pong multi pass rendering with the
second shader. For the presented results we used a fixed iteration length of 50
iterations to compute the optical flow which showed stable convergence during
our experiments. Overall performance of the rendering part is dependent on the
number of line features, the number of layers and the image size. In case of the
Capoeira dance sequence with NTSC resolution, rendering the foreground layer
with 9 line features takes 2 ms per frame on a GeForce 7900 GTX and an AMD
Athlon64 X2 4800+ Dual Core Processor.
0.6 Results and Discussion
Our acquisition setup consists of eight off-the-shelf Canon 5D still cameras which
feature 12 megapixel resolution and maximally 4 frames per second. The cameras
are equipped with 28mm lenses to capture any scene at relatively wide angle. The
shutter release on all cameras can be triggered collectively by wire which, however,
does not perfectly synchronize shutter release times. For acquisition, the cameras
are mounted on tripods which are set up roughly equally spaced around the scene.
Neither intrinsic nor extrinsic calibration is performed. All sequences we present
here are captured using this system. In the accompanying video, we present ex-
amples for space, time, and joint space-time interpolation. Since perceptionally
plausible motion cannot be assessed from still images, we abstain from including
additional figures here.
The first example in our video shows a capoeira dancer during training in the
gym. Setting up the recording equipment on-site is uncomplicated and quick since
we do not need to pay much attention to camera positioning or orientation. The
video shows time and space interpolation results for the dancer while she performs
a head- and then a handstand. Concering interpolation across time, the example
represents about the fastest complex motion that can still be plausibily interpo-
lated. To achieve convincing interpolation results for even faster, complex move-
ments, recording at higher frame rates would be necessary. For simpler motion
that does not exhibit so many contrary movements, even faster scenes can be man-
aged. Because the cameras are space roughly 10 degrees apart, interpolation across
space (frozen moment effect) is not critical. Note the faithfully interpolated hair of
the dancer which would be problematic or often impossible using geometry based
methods.
Another sequence in the video shows a second capoeira dancer performing a
flik-flak. Again, we freeze time and show space interpolation by moving along
the path defined by the camera centers. Although some asynchronism between
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camera release times is noticeable for this very fast motion, it is not an issue for
our framework since it is independent of the underlying motion, in contrast to other
view interpolation methods. Note also that our method still performs well in the
presence of strong motion blur, as is apparent at hand and foot of the dancer. In
Fig. 5, we show one example for a visual effect (multi-exposure rendering) that can
be directly created with our framework.
We also recorded a dancing couple performing a slow waltz. We interpolate
across time while the dancers start in a forward motion followed by a turn. During
the turn, the female dancer completely vanishes behind the male in one frame,
resulting in missing motion information. The overall impression of the interpolated
motion, however, is maintained even in this very complex object scenario. Note
also that she is wearing a ball gown, showing complex, non-Lambertian reflection
patterns which are plausibly interpolated.
Another example in our video depicts facial expression interpolation from still
photos. As there is no motion encoded in the sequence per se, the images are
used as key frames to plot the shown interpolated expression changes. Since our
method does not rely on any model for the interpolation, we can animate more
extreme expression changes in exchange for loss of overall flexibility as each “tar-
get” expression and view perspective in the desired output must be recorded. Note,
that the plausible interpolation results in the case of closing/opening eyes and clos-
ing/opening mouth which can also be addressed simultaneously to a view change.
Besides space-time interpolation, our framework is kept general enough to also
allow for convincing interpolation between different objects. Our video example
shows an animated version of human evolution by interpolating between excavated
skulls from different times and places (another kind of space-time interpolation).
Although we did not explicitly address this scenario in our method, the perceived
motion is nonetheless very plausible. Even transitions between skulls with missing
fragments or parts and more complete counterparts are perceptually more plausi-
ble compared to simple linear blending since our method successfully suppresses
disturbing fade-in fade-out motion.
The fundamental limitation of image morphing is, of course, that the viewpoint
always lies between camera recording positions, i.e., in the (triangulated) surface
spanned by the camera positions during acquisition. Other image-based rendering
techniques are able to render the scene from any arbitrary viewpoint. However, im-
age information is recorded only at camera positions; moving much closer towards
the object results in blurred rendering results, while moving away from the object
is almost equivalent to rendering the object at a smaller scale.
0.7 Conclusion
We have presented a framework for space-time image interpolation based on image
morphing. Instead of enforcing physical correctness, our approach is geared to-
wards synthesizing perceptually plausible transitions. We show that the warp field
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can be automatically refined by making use of the optical flow, classify remaining
image differences, propose non-linear blending to conceal (dis)occlusions, argue
that as-rigid-as-possible feature interpolation yields superior results, and we advo-
cate separate warping of motion layers. Our contributions enable smooth, convinc-
ing interpolation across space and time from arbitrary, uncalibrated still images.
With our framework, we can continuously navigate between camera positions
and shutter release times without the need for time-consuming camera calibration,
error-prone geometry reconstruction, or an expensive synchronized multi-video ac-
quisition system. We hope that by having eliminated these acquisition constraints,
image-based rendering will find viable new application fields, e.g., in special ef-
fects production and new visual media such as 3D-TV. Besides computer graphics,
our framework may also make an impact on video coding research. Perception-
based morphing allows for encoding substantially less (so-called I-)frames because
many more in-between (B-)frames can be convincingly interpolated over much
longer time spans. Advancing research into visual motion perception will help to




Figure 3: The first line shows the two input images and the classification mask
computed using graph-cut optimization applied to the perceptual color distance.
The bottom line compares between linear blending (bottom left) and our adaptive
non-linear image blending method (bottom right) results. (Dis)occluding object
regions are blended faster to avoid ghosting artifacts (green circles). In combina-




Figure 4: Linear interpolation between line feature points causes unrealistic scaling
of the features during animation (left). As-rigid-as-possible deformation (right)




Figure 5: Image morphing for visual effects: multi-exposure images created from
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